
Experience the power and simplicity of 
Liveport’s cloud-managed wireless

OPEN MESH A40

Liveport makes hospitality wireless easy, fast and reliable. Using 

mesh-node technolodgy and advanced cloud management, our 

networks deliver the speed, strength and reliability guests are looking 

for today.

WWW.LIVEPORT.COM.AU

How Liveport Mesh works
Liveport Mesh allows ubiquitous wireless networks without the cost, mess and hassle of running additional Ethernet cables. 
Liveport installs “gateway” units wherever you already have Ethernet run, and extends the network with “repeaters” in every 
1-3 rooms. This provides one solid, self-organizing, self-healing network throughout your entire property with strong, fast 
signals in every room. Liveport mesh is perfect for the mobile devices and high-bandwidth services guests use.

How cloud management works
Every unit—both gateways and repeaters—checks in to our cloud server every few minutes with information on signal 
strength, speed, traffic and more. Rather than relying on expensive servers at each hotel, Liveport manages units through 
Amazon’s safe and secure EC2 datacenters, minimizing downtime and providing significant cost savings. It also makes 
implementing new features a snap, ensuring you’re guest wireless system is always up to date. 
Cloud management allows you to take a look at your network any time through the web or our free iPhone, and Android apps, 
or rest easy and simply leave it to our skilled 24/7 support team.

Detailed features
Mesh Access Points
• 1.17 Gbps (300+867 Mbps)
• POE capable Standard 802.3af
• 23 dBm (200 mw) flat power
• 4 internal dual band
2x2 (2.4 GHz) + 2x2 (5 GHz)
• 720 MHz QCA9557 + QCA9882 MIPS 74K processor
• Small footprint: just 6.5” x 6.5” x 1.2” | .85 Lbs
• Secure, non-descript indoor/outdoor wall cases minimize 
theft and tampering
• Secure ethernet mount with hardwire passthrough
• Close proximity to every guest is perfect for mobile devices 
and streaming media
Cloud Manager:

• Display brand compliant spash pages 
• Set bandwidth limits per user
• Provide free, pay, or tiered access
• Redirect users to any web page on login
• Prevent users from accessing other users and wired 
network
• Automatically download new firmware to each device 
• Add a password and change it whenever you want
• Enjoy 24/7 management, monitoring and guest support 
from Liveport employees based in Australia


